Turn Your Weakness Into A Strength

Think positive:
...And lest I should be exalted above measure through the abundance of the revelations, there was
given to me a thorn in the flesh, the messenger of Satan to buffet me, lest I should be exalted above
measure. For this thing I besought the Lord thrice, that it might depart from me. And he said unto
me, My grace is sufficient for thee: for my strength is made perfect in weakness. Most gladly
therefore will I rather glory in my infirmities, that the power of Christ may rest upon me. Therefore
I take pleasure in infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities, in persecutions, in distresses for Christ's
sake: for when I am weak, then am I strong.
2 Cor 12, 7-10
And we know that all things work together for good to them that love God, to them who are the
called according to his purpose.
Rom 8,28
How to Turn Your Weakness Into A Strength:
Sometimes our biggest weakness can turn into our biggest strength, which often leads to being our
contribution to the world!
When we struggle with something, it doesn’t necessarily mean we are a failure. Sometimes I think
that struggle and thing that is your biggest weakness turns into YOUR niche that helps to solve the
solution to other people!
So if you don’t know what you are passionate about, tune into your biggest struggle, the thing you
find the hardest and go out and do it, study how to overcome it and share the knowledge. It could
change your life.
Here are some simple ideas to practice the habit of turning your weaknesses into your strength,
because when we do things that take us out of our comfort zone, we expand our mind and see things
from a completely new perspective.
Hard is what makes it great – Tom Hanks
10 small daily habit examples to get you ready to turn your weakness into your strength:
1. Confrontation: Next time you are faced with confrontation, speak up.
2. Maths: Take a math class
3. Take a cold shower.
4. Take stairs instead of the elevator.
5. Lift something heavy.
6. Read a hard book and practice finishing it.
7. Take a Martial arts class.
8. Try doing 100 push-ups.
9. A week without sugar.
10. Take a dance class or something that takes you out of your comfort zone.
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